
An Experiment in Social Administration 

I3y the Founder and Name-giver of the WRF 

THE WILHELM REICH FOUNDATION (WRF) represents, quite in 
accordance with the basic functioning of its founder and name-giver, an 
experiment in the social administrabon of the discovery and further elabora-
tion o/ Me LIFE ENERGY or COSMIC ORGONE ENERGY. This social experiment is in 
full agreemcnt with the old saying that one should not pour new wine into 
old wine bottles. New functions require new arrangements for thcir existence. 

Not everything, of course, in the new way of the existence of the WRF 
is new. Many well-tested old organizational and social forms are retained. 
For example, it is quite obvious that the financial records must be kept in 
accordance with the established rules of bookkeeping. In a non-profit organi-
zation, no private person can cnrich himself with the funds of the Founda-
tion. Ali income of the Foundation must be applied in accordance with its 
charter which clearly states the purposes of the WRF: RESEARCH IN IINsic 

ORGONOMY AND NATURAL SCIENCE IN GENERAL. Thus, if a Station wagon is to he 
bought, the directors of the WRF must decide whcther or not such an 
acquisition will ultimately serve the interests of basic orgonomic research and 
natural science in ali its branches. 

It is, furthermore, obvious that frec and ample discussion of issues involv-
ing the well-being and progress of the WRF is crucial to the proper func-
tioning of the organization. Major decisions are determined by the voting of 
the active members. And every administrative measure is designed to fulfill 
the puhlic function of the Foundation. Archives, minutes and records are 
kept in a painstaking manner. 

When it was said that the WRF is an "experiment in social administra-
tion," something more basic, closer to the roots of life functions was meant: 
For Me first time in Me history of conscious human organizador:, the IRRA 

TIONAL element in human social functioning has been taken into procurai 
account in personal interrelations. 
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In the case of the WRF which is to preserve and further develop the 
discoveries of WR in the realm of the Cosmic Orgone Energy and its living 
functions, the taking into account of the irrationality in human character 
structures was indispensable for severa' reasons: 

1. The fact itself that the Life Energy and its origin in the universe, the 
Cosmic Orgone Ocean, had not beca discovered long ago, is to a great extent 

due to irrational functions in the character structure of man; it has been 
ascertained with great diligente and caution that for the past few thousand 
vears, well over the whole period of the written human history, a terror-like 
Pear of the Life Energy has reigned in man and his society, and that, there-
fure, the discovery of the Life Energy has been either mystified or avoided, 
as it were. There exists such a powerful thing as "com-net- ANXIETY"  in the 
armored character structure which is at the root of man's fear of touching 
fully and practicaHy anything which has crucial hearing upon the functions 
of Life in its primitive, animal existence. This contact anxiety at times and 
in certain instantes amounts to terror, which may grow into murderous 
hatred against the Living itself, as, for example, it was manifested two thou-
sand years ago in the Morder of Christ. This, now, had carefully to he taken 
into account in the organization of the WRF. The founder knew that sooner 
or later, in one form or another, the hatred and fear of the Living would 
appear, opcnly or, more likely, in a well-hidden manner, and wouid attempt -
to desrroy the organization which was formed to protect the Discovery of 
the Life Energy and its social implications. This had to be prevented in 
advance as best as one knew how. 

2. Life Energy, the main object aí research as well as organization in the 
Functioning of the WRF, functions everywhere where man's authoritarian 
rales have not succeeded in suppressing the natural manifestations of life, 
according to as yet little understood lates of SELF-REGULATIoN which may he 
taken as a hio-energetic synonym for the expression "self-government" as 
used in social science. 

Since the self-regulatory functions of the Life Energy had to bc reflected 
and anchored in the social organization of the WRF, only one form of 
organization seemed possibie: A FEDERATION OF WELL-FUNcTIoNING UNITS OR 

GRoUPs OF WORKERS IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF oRGONOMY, which, each in its own 
ceai . operates autonomously and is sovercign in its own domain, but is 
subject to the common functioning principie of the WRF, which is, accord-
ing tu its charter, the preservation and continuation of the discovery of WR 
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of the Life Energy in ali its forms of existente, including ali of its possible 
future applications. Accordingly, the speciabzed workers in the field of 
ORGONO Y are building up their own enterprises on a non-profit basis, on 
their own power, on their own responsibility, with their own effort; enter-
prises such as a medicai clinic, a research institute, a center in social work, 
a child clinic, an infant research center, a project in some historically im-
portant subject, etc., etc. 

"Research" here is noa something abstract and removcd from Lik. Research 
here means a full pioneering search for new problems and ways aí solving 
there problems in ali realms of the Living. Thus, the clinic is noa merely 
rumine office of orgonomic medicine; it is at the same time a research center 

of medicine. The same goes for the infant tare station, the social work in the 
community, the children's clinic. Whoever is incapable of constantly develop- 
ing new ways of seeing and finding in the chosen realm, cannot hecome or 
long remain within the charter and framework of the WRF. There are high 
stakes, indeed, and, at present, only few can function in agreement with such 
tasks. But no other way promises continued richness in the functioning of 
thc institution. 

3. The emphasis is on aliveness in the undertaking, on individual initiative 

in the ínterest of socially and scientifically significant projects, on inde- 

pendence in thought and ardor:, provided they are rational expressions of 
Life's urge to improve its ways of being and self-understanding. Dependera, 
emotionally insecure, socially over-anxious ar over-zealous people, as well as 
those who easily conform will, therefore, either fail to work their way imo 
the WRF ar they will scamer or later disagree with its basic trends and 
tenets. This does noa mean that an "élite" is being bred. On the contrary: 
The testing rod is accomplishment by hard and continuously efficient work 

in the realm of orgonomy. Since work of such kind requires genuine modesty 

and ft& contact with the pertinent aspects of living life, no elite can possihly 
grow in the sense of an organization over, abave or against the living interests 
of people in general. The single fact that such functioning requires self-
support and self-reliance in every respect, including financial self-support. 
precludes any high-flying parasitism. Work for Life that pays its way in life, 
and social accomplishment are the sole judges of orles ability to join the 
federation of institutions in the WRF. 

The organization has necessarily to be on guárd against nuisance job-
seekers and socially ambitious climbers; it has to be on guard against the 
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bandwagon rider who, with little effort of bis own, jumps on the shoulders 
of a hard worker ar builder and starts abusing the effort which is noa his, lx 
it in the forni of fake fame, fake authority, undeserved social influente or 
similar things. There are, accordingly, certain precautions taken organiza-
tionally to prevent such degeneration and misdevelopment of the WRF. 
Active membership, with the right to determine the face of the basic work 
by vote, is therefore restricted to professional workers. They have the right 

to vote only as long as they continue to function well in a practical manner 
and in thc total framework of the Foundation. When the work function 
ceases, the active membership stops, too, and with it the right to determine 
the face of the WRF. Thus, a stopper is pua up against underhanded 

politicktng in the WRF, against formalistic positions, empty authority which 
would stifle promising efforts of new or younger workers. 

h is impossible to predica how these safeguards against organizational 
degeneration of a great task will work mit in the long run. In the shnrt period 
of tsvo years, after having been tested for years before,' they have seemed 
to fulfill their promise; however, at times the effort to induce workers who 
are used to the type of forrnalistic, merely socialite representation of func-
tions, to adjust to the factual way is painfully great. In some cases, there arise 
difficulties in convincing valuable workers that the Foundation does noa pay 
out salaries but only gives granas for certain tasks to he accomplished, and for 
a limited period of time. Furthermore, every active worker musa make his 
job pay, at least for the expenses he incurs and for the general overhead of 
the total ¡ob. Physicians who earn privately, do their tasks without pay. In 
spite of the difficulties of interpersonal relations which naturally arise from 
such factual procedures, there is great hape that this type of functioning in a 
federation of various responsible work functions will give the workers the 
joy nf well-integrated independence and the feeling aí a socially importam 
accomplishment which it already gives to a few "old hands." 

The factual way of functioning within the organization is reflected to a 
rather great extent in the relations of the Foundation to the public, including 
its administrative agencies. If an importam message is to lx given to the 
office of the Presidem of the United States, as for example on the occasion of 
the Oranur experiment, we chose the direct, open, itnmediate way of simple 
n. ritten communication. We do noa try to lobby ourselves isto the executive 
office. If an irrational attack by some sick human being occurs which 

1 C/. "Work Dcrnotracy in Action." .irsitalt of thr Orsour in,tirnsir, Nu. 1, 1945. 
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endangers the functioning of the WRF ia its locality, we do not dodge the 
issue, we do not tose ourselves in diplomatic tactics, but tell the people ia 
the region our sitie of the story, in clear, unmistakable terms. This has proved 
an efficient weapon of truth whereby to nip in the bud any attempts at slander 
and character assassination on the part of sick or ignoram people. And the 
people around us like this direct, candid way of dealing in social affairs and 
human interrelations. 

The long-term policy of the Foundation is at present to "track in," as we 
cal) it, the various work functions by careful guidance and exclusion aí 
personal irrationalities, and then, at the proper time, to let the work functions 
run on their own power. Of course, they always remain within the trame-
work of the basic charter of the Foundation. Here, again, the mnst essential 
precaution to be taken is tu keep away from empty formalistie atfiliations, 
from atliliations based on or brought about by merely passing friendships, 
contacts, etc. This is also reflected in the By-Laws: Only the work function 

decides. At the Annual Meeting we ask first which functions of the Founda• 
tion are basic and essential t.o its continued existe= and development. Then 
we ask who is performing these functions in a factual manner. Then the 
voting on the representatives takes place. In this manner, maneuvering 
people into or out of positions by the underhanded means of "organizacional 
politics" is preciuded. 

Another realm where the Foundation does interesting and importam 
research, in accordance with its basic destination, is the atam% at present 
only very cautiously applied, to use directly on the social scene what is known 
from the medicai office about the psychology of human interrelations. To 
exemplify: If a worker shows signs of let-down or gross irrationality ia his 
conduct, the motives of such behavior are freely brought into the open in a 
candid, open, friendly manner. This procedure has already saved a lot of 
trouble and has kept underhandedness out of the ¡ob. But much remains to 
be learned practically. The WRF will keep the public informed on further 
developments with regard to ali administrative experiments which are con-
ducted on the firm basis of the charter of the Foundation, which, to repeat, 
is basic research in the realm of Cosmic Orgone Energy as first discovered and 

elaborated by Wilhelm Reich. 



Projeto Arte Org 
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich 
 
Caro Leitor 
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão bastante difícil, 
polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam. 
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em forma de PDF, 
disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia de 1941 a 1957. 
 
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor. 
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945). 
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953) 
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)  
 
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-los por assunto 
ou temas. 
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse. 
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web. 
 
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich e seus 
colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich. 
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola nossas possibilidades 
e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições. 
 
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.  
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar. 
 
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org. 
 
Sobre o Instituto Wilhelm Reich e Bibliografia  
About the Wilhelm Reich Institute and Bibliography 
---------------------- 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research 
----------------- 
-------------------- 
The Orgone Institute 
-------------------- 
 
01 Wilhelm Reich About the History and the Activities of our Institute 1942 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942 
Interval 6-15 Pag. 1-10 
 
02 Outline of Present Activities of the Orgone Institute 1945 
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Number 1 1945 
Interval 98-101 Pag. 96-99 
 
03 The Annals of The Orgone institute 1947 



McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947 
Interval 5-5 Pag. 3  
 
04 Walter Hoppe. Sex-economy and Orgone Reserarch in Palestina 1947 
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947 
Interval 40-44 Pag. 73-81 
-------------------------------- 
-------------------------------- 
Orgone Energy Bulletin 
------------------------------- 
 
------------ 
Orgone Institute 
------------ 
 
01 Myron Scharaf. The First Orgonomic Conference at Orgonon 1948 
McF 208 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1949 
Interval 15-18 Pag. 23-29 
 
02 Orgonomic Movement 1949 
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949 
Interval 17-19 Pag. 77-81 
 
03 A. E. Hamilton. Reaction to the First Orgonomic Conference 1948 
McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949 
Interval 14-17 Pag. 117-123 
 
04 Notes Editorial. A Letter to the American Medical Association 1949 
Wilhelm Reich 302-Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949 
Interval 25-25 Pag. 186-187 
 
05 Notes Editorial. A correspondence 1949 
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950 
Interval 25-26 Pag. 44-46 
 
06- Our Biosocial Base of Operation 1950 
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950 
Interval 3-4 Pag. 97-98 
 
07 Wilhelm Reich. Orgonomy 1935-1950. A brief Aecount 1950 
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950 
Interval 27-35 Pag. 143-151 
 
08 Orgonomie Literature Ordered from Russia 1950 
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950 
Interval 36-40 Pag. 152-160 
 
09 Wilhelm Reich. The Orgone Energy Obsevatory (1948) 
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950 
Interval 33-34 Pag. 217-219 
 
10 Elsworth F. Baker. The Orgone Institute Diagnostic Clinic. 1951 
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951 



Interval 22-23 Pag. 39-41 
 
11 Ola Raknes. Orgonomic Work in Sacandinavia 1951 
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951 
Interval 24-29 Pag. 42-52 
 
12 Ilse Ollendorff. Orgone Energy Accumulators in U.S.A. 1951 
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951 
Interval 29-32 Pag. 53-58 
 
13 The Wilhelm Reich Foundation 1951 
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951 
Interval 32-33 Pag. 59-60 
 
14 An Esperiment in Social Administration 1952 
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952 
Interval 3-5 Pag. 130-134 
 
15 Fron The Charter of the Wilhelm Reich Fundation 1952 
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952 
Interval 5-6 Pag. 135-136 
 
16 The Wilhem Reich Fundation By-Laws 1952 
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952 
Interval 6-10 Pag. 137-145 
 
17 Financial Report of the WRF 1952 
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952 
Interval 11-14 Pag. 146-153 
 
--------------------------- 
Bibliography on orgonomy 
--------------------------- 
 
01-Glossary 1949 
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949 
Interval 25-27 Pag. 93-96 
 
02 Orgonomie Leetures January 1948 to Date Jul 1949 
McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949 
Interval 20-20 Pag. 128-129 
 
03- Bibliography of works on Orgone Energy 1951 
McF 310 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 4. Oct. 1951 
Interval 83-84 Pag. 342-344 
 
04 Ola Raknes. FroM Libido Teoria to Orgonomy 1952 
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952 
Interval 8-11 Pag. 13-18 
 
05 Bibliography (1950.1951) 1952 
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952 
Interval 15-18 Pag. 154-161 



 
06 History of Orgonomy (1897-1952) 1953 
McF 315 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 1,2. Mar. 1953 
Interval 47-49 Pag. 90-94 
 
7 Literature on Orgone Energy 1948-1951 
McF 517 Oranur Project. Orgone Energy Emergency Bulletin No. 1 1950 
Interval 6-7 Pag. 10-12 
 
08 Wilhem Reich Biography Material 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 2-3 Pag. I-II 
 
09 Prefatory Note 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 6-8 Pag. 1-4 
 
10 BackGround and Scientific Development of Wilhelm Reich 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 8-10 Pag. 5-9 
 
11 Glossary and Abbreviations 1953  
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 11-13 Pag. 10-14 
 
12 Books, Articles and Seminars by Whilhelm Reich 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 13-25 Pag. 15-36 
 
13 Articles on orgonomy by Coworkers 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 25-33 Pag. 37-53 
 
14 Books and Articles about Orgonomy 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 34-37 Pag. 54-61 
 
15 Books, Articles and Reviews with References to Orgonomy 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 38-59 Pag. 62-105 
 
16 Listings and Compaign by Wilhelm Reich (1949) 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 60-66 Pag. 106-119 
 
17 Index by authors 1953 
McF 316 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 3,4. Sep. 1953 
Interval 67-76 Pag. 120-137 
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The Orgone Institute and Bibliography 
----------------------- 
 
01 Wilhelm Reich - Response to Ignorance 1955 
McF 512 Wilhelm Reich Biographical Material, History of the Discovery of the Life Energy.1955 
 
02 Grossroads Ahed - Wilhelm Reich at the Supreme Court (E.U.A.) in 1956 
McF 504 A Court Case VII 1954-1957 
Interval 4-29  Pag. 1-51 
 
03 Appendix - Orgonomic State of Maine (1948-1952) 1956 
McF 504 A Court Case VII 1954-1957 
Interval 38-46 Pag. 17r-33r 
 
04 Bibliography of Works on Orgone Energy (1937-1951) 1952 
McF 504 A Court Case VII 1954-1957 
Interval 49-51 Pag. 39r-43r 
 
05 Texts of the orgonomy indicated at the Court Case in 1956 
McF 509 A Court Case XII 1954-1957 
Interval 4-4 Pag. IV-V 
 
06 Backgroud and Scientific Devolopmente of Wilhelm Reich 1956 
McF 509 A Court Case XII 1954-1957 
Interval 43-45 Pag. 11a-15a 
 
07 Glossary 1956 
McF 509 A Court Case XII 1954-1957 
Interval 45-48 Pag. 15a20a 




